Fluid balance, dry weight, and blood pressure in dialysis.
The total amount of sodium present in the body controls the extracellular volume. In advanced renal failure, sodium balance becomes positive and the extracellular volume expands. This leads to hypertension, and vascular changes that lead to adverse cardiovascular consequences in dialysis patients. Controlling the body sodium content and the extracellular volume allows one to better control hypertension and its consequences. This can be achieved by reducing the sodium input (sodium dietary restriction and reasonably low sodium dialysate) and/or by increasing the sodium output (ultrafiltration by convection). The discontinuous nature of hemodialysis causes saw-tooth volume fluctuations. This has led to the concept of dry weight (DW), a crucial component of dialysis adequacy. Assessment and achievement of DW is feasible on pure clinical grounds. But its relative lack of accuracy (and the physicians' progressive lack of interest in bedside examination) has led to several nonclinical methods of assessing DW in an effort to improve the assessment of fluid status in dialysis patients.